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What we can learn 
from Historical 

Student Feedback



• Focus on student experience

• Massive changes in HE

• Many years of collecting student 
feedback

• Student feedback surveys: snap shots

• What does it all tell us?

The need for an 
Historical perspective



What is the Student 
Experience?

‘Total Student Experience’

• ‘Core’ aspects - course issues & learning 
resources

• Student support

• Induction experience

• Personal & career development

• Graduate employability

• Campus environment & social life



Why study the student 
experience?

• Understanding how we have got to 
where we are today

• Identify areas of student concern for 
quality enhancement

• Interest – interesting culturally: 
students are a unique group of people, 
yet extremely heterogeneous



Period of change,
1989-2007

• Period of enormous change in the 
experience of students – lifestyle & 
learning

• Policy changes:

– Massification of HE

– Quality Revolution

– Fees: shift from public funding

• Emergence of NSS – HE turning on 
itself?



Which students?

Different types of student

• Age and gender

• Part-time/ full-time

• UG/ PGT/ PGR

• Franchise courses

• International, home or EU



Methodologies

Standard social research tools

• Focus groups

• Interviews

• Institutional surveys – closed questions 
(tick-boxes)

• Institutional surveys – open ended 
questions (student comments)

• Historical documentary data



The Student Satisfaction approach 

combines

• Student-determined questions

• Satisfaction and importance ratings

• Management information for action

Student Satisfaction 

Approach



Example of Satisfaction/ Importance questions

Question format:
Student Satisfaction Approach



Theoretical under-
pinnings

• Student Satisfaction Approach

• Business models of quality/ customer 
satisfaction (Deming, 1986).

• Harvey’s critical research notions (1990)

• Transformative quality – from Mezirow’s 
Transformational learning

• Common theories in student experience 
research (Bourdieu, Wenger)



Consistent importance

• Issues relating to teaching and learning 

• Development of knowledge in chosen 
subject 

• Library and learning resources

• Student Union issues are routinely 
least important



What has changed?

• Computing resources now less of an 
issue

• Catering – more diversity required

• Financial concerns seem less of an issue 
now than they were in the mid 1990s!

• Issues are different for final years than 
they are for first years.  Pressure on 
resources. Crunch time issues?



What satisfies 
students?
• Teaching and learning issues – gentle rise 

since 1996

• Library facilities – substantial improvement 
since 1996

• The interactive, learning elements of the 
University experience

• Some areas difficult to improve – reflected 
in surveys. Assessment & feedback –
gradual improvement since 1996



Assessment & 
Feedback
• National concern: Assessment & Feedback in 

NSS, 2005-08;

• HEIs & commentators aware since 1980s;

• Important issue in 1992 national Quality 
survey;

• HEIs - satisfaction surveys since 1989;

• HEIs – strategies to improve the student 
experience in this area;

• Sector level position: philosophical 
‘presentism’



Improvement:
Usefulness of feedback, 1996-2007
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Improvement:
Promptness of feedback, 1996-2007
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What doesn’t satisfy 
students?

• Social life items - Union; refreshment 
facilities

• Social networks, social experience of 
university

• Cost of refreshments

• Learning resources during ‘crunch-
times’

• Part-time students increasingly less 
satisfied than full-time counterparts



Policy Implications

• Compares experiences and needs of 
different groups of students. Students 
not homogeneous.

• Informs quality improvement 
processes. HEIs unique institutions with 
own contexts.

• Helps us understand broad nature of 
the Total Student Experience – not just 
course.



Conclusions

• Detailed information about the 
institution from the key stakeholders

• Quality improvement, not measuring

• Students quite clear about what is 
important to them

• Allows benchmarking of change

• Satisfaction surveys: a dynamic process

• Institutional amnesia. Surveys tend to 
be carried out - then forgotten.
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